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Several years ago, this scenic
reach of the South Fork John Day
River was nearly barren of streamside
cover. Its banks were broken down by
the feet of livestock, and its waters
totally exposed to the sun. Today
much of this river is well on the road to
recovery, thanks to aggressive efforts
at riparian restoration.
Photo by Jim Gladson
Cover

HUNTER EDUCATION
PROGRAM
INSTRUCTORS APPROVED
Month of May .............. 11
Total Active .............. 1,567
STUDENTS TRAINED
Month of May ............. 563
Total to Date .......... 303,074
HUNTING CASUALTIES
REPORTED IN 1983

Fatal ........................
Nonfatal ....................
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We aren't going to attempt to explain the 1983 ocean salmon seasons. It
will suffice to say that they are somewhat complicated in the area around
the mouth of the Columbia and anglers planning on fishing that area
should keep themselves informed. In other areas along the coast, the
seasons are not as complicated, however, there have been quotas set on
how many fish can be taken. These quotas could be reached most any
time later in the summer and the area then closed to fishing.
The complication in the rules has come about because of an attempt to
allow as much fishing as possible while not jeopardizing the coho salmon
stocks. Setting the rules involves consideration for various stocks that are
low, recognition of various court rulings, allowance of adequate escapement for inland users and spawning needs, and the need to allow the take
of as many hatchery fish as possible to mention just a few of the pieces of
the puzzle. This year, all bets may be off because of El Nino. The warm
current from the south has made its presence known in some areas.
In an attempt to inform anglers as much as possible, this department
has sent out posters explaining the seasons and has available a small
flyer which includes a map and the dates of the seasons. However, as we
mentioned, the seasons could come to a sudden halt if quotas are met
early. To try to aid people in keeping up on such information, the Pacific
Fishery Management Council has installed "hot lines" that will have a
recorded message concerning the status of the fishing seasons. These
numbers will not be to give fishing conditions or reports, but to inform the
callers about the state ofthe seasons, whether the take ofcoho is nearing

the quota and other season information. Again they are not designed as
fishing condition sources, except as the information might relate to the
catch approaching the quota in a certain area.
If you hear that the season may be closed or that closure is near, the
number to call to check on the sport seasons is 503-222-6632. If you want
information on the commercial troll season call 503-222-71.75. These are
Portland numbers so you will have to dial accordingly depending on
where you are located. If you are along the coast, check at your angling
license agency for the poster showing the general seasons this year or if
you are planning to go fishing later in the summer you can write to us for
one of the flyers with the seasons listed. But again, regardless of what the
poster or flyer says, pay attention to the news media for any word of
changes as the summer wears on.E1
R.E.S.

Commission Meeting
The Fish and Wildlife Commission will conduct a general business
meeting beginning at 8 a.m. on Friday, July 22 in the main conference
room at its Portland headquarters, 506 SWMi11 Street.LJ
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Rx for Riparian Zones
How a new program can improve life for
fish, wildlife and landowners.
By
Tony Faast

Riparian Program Coordinator

Property Tax Relief
almost.

.

.

.? Well,

That's what the Department of
Fish and Wildlife is offering for
streamside lands enrolled in its
new program officially known as
the Riparian Land Tax Incentive
Program. Private landowners can
receive a complete property tax
exemption for lands adjoining a
stream if they are included in a
cooperative management plan
worked out with the department.
Riparian zones, those narrow
strips of land bordering streams,
have long been known for their
importance as fish and wildlife
habitat. In the Great Basin country of southeastern Oregon, for
example, more than 75 percent of
OREGON WILDLIFE

the wildlife species depend on
riparian habitat. Fish are dependent upon riparian zones, too, not
only for the water they provide,
but for the protective vegetation
that armors stream banks and provides shade to keep water temperatures tolerable during the hot sum-

mer months.
Techniques for improving riparian areas have been pioneered by
fisheries biologists in Oregon (see
related article by Jim Gladson in
this issue.) Protection and improvement of riparian areas can do
wonders for fish and wildlife.
What is needed, though, are more
"streams on the mend." The Riparian Tax Incentive Program is the
tool that should accomplish just

that!

Private lands that are zoned
agriculture, forest or range as defined in a Land Conservation and
Development Commission (LCDC)
acknowledged county land use
plan, are eligible for inclusion in
the program. A management plan
for an area extending up to loo feet
from the stream bank must be
agreed upon by both the landowner and the department. This
management plan will contain
these elements:
legal description of property
present and proposed land uses
existing riparian condition
riparian objective to be achieved
steps to be taken to achieve
riparian objective

---
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1 6 shaded counties are currently eligible to participate in the Riparian
Land Tax Incentive Program.

Only the

- list
of allowable used within the
riparian area.

Management plans agreed to by
both parties will remain in effect
indefinitely unless conditions of
the agreement are broken. In case
of a violation of the agreement, the
landowner can be assessed up to
five years back taxes. Transfer of
ownership will void the agreement
with no penalties unless, of course,
the new owner wishes to continue
with the riparian management
plan.
In addition to the property tax
exemption allowed under the program, an income tax credit for up
to 25 percent of private expenditures is available for instream

izing stream banks. Because riparian zones tend to act as natural
"sponges", they lessen the impact
of high spring run-off, effectively
storing water for release at a more
gradual rate later on and improving late summer stream flow.
Studies show healthy riparian
zones can provide water flows
equal to, and in some cases better
than would be generated by upstream dams. The natural storage
and release characteristics of riparian zones double their benefits
for fish and wildlife by providing
food and cover in addition to essential water when it is needed

most. Streams with healthy riparian zones can produce five times as
many steelhead smolts as unprotected streams in some eastern
Oregon areas. Everyone benefits
from healthy riparian habitat.
Unfortunately, for now, the opportunity to participate is limited.
Under provisions of the law the
program can only be offered in
counties with approved land use
plans, so only 40 percent of Oregon
counties are currently eligible.
In addition, there are limitations
on how much land can be enrolled
in the program. Only loo miles of
stream bank per county per year
can be included. There is also a
limit on the income tax credit with
a $100,000 per year statewide project ceiling on expenditures.
Limitations have yet to be a factor in the program, however, since
it has been available for only 15
counties in Oregon (see illustration
for those eligible.) Participation is
expected to increase as more counties gain land use plan approval
and the program becomes better
known.
The Oregon Chapter ofthe American Fisheries Society was responsible for the legislative efforts that
gave Oregon the nation's first Ri-

parian Tax Incentive program,

and other states are beginning to
show interest in similar efforts.
If you want to participate in the
riparian program, first check to
determine if your county has an
approved land use plan. If so, you
should contact the local office of
the fish and wildlife department
where biologists will work with
you to begin development of a plan
for your riparian lands.LJ

habitat improvement projects.

These projects could include gabions (structures of rock contained
in wire mesh), fish passage improvements, bank stabilization efforts, fencing, and any other work
that would contribute to riparian
habitat improvement.
The riparian program offers a
landowner immediate monetary
incentives to protect and improve
these important areas, but there
are many other long range benefits as well. Healthy riparian areas
help control soil erosion by stabilPage 4

This stream section badly needs riparian improvement.
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This gentle cascade was once a falls that hindered upstream fish passage. Some well-placed dynamite set by
habitat worker eased the path for chinook salmon and steelhead bound upstream.

a

department

The Stream Doctor
Biologist Errol Claire believes
damaged streams can be healed.
and he's proving it

.

By
Jim Gladson

The story goes that a high
school student was once asked to
define "riparian habitat." His answer was "a place where riparians
live."
There has also been speculation
that riparians are related to the
mythical "artesians" of beer commercial fame.

OREGON
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The accepted Webster's definition of riparian is "relating to or
living or located on the bank of a
natural watercourse (as a nver) . ." When grasses, shrubs, and
trees grow in abundance along a
stream, that is ripanian habitat.
This bordering vegetation provides shelter to many wildlife spe.

cies while also protecting the
stream from sun and silt.
The term riparian is not a household word, and thus the subject of
some good-natured jokes. But in
the John Day River country, nipar-

ian habitat protection and enhancement is a serious subject.
Years of cattle grazing to the
Page 5

waters' edge and other poor land
use practices had left bare and
broken down banks on many John
Day system streams. Without cooling shade, the waters warmed in
direct sun. Without the binding
root systems of growing plants,
banks collapsed and loaded the
streams with silt.
By the late 1960's, streams that
had once produced good runs of
wild salmon and steelhead were in
poor shape, and fish runs were dedining.
Errol Claire, Department of Fish
and Wildlife district fish biologist
in John Day, saw the natural systern breaking down. In the early
1970's, he spearheaded a program
of riparian habitat restoration on
Murderer's Creek and the South
Fork of the John Day. Over the
next dedade, with cooperation and
financial support from the federal
Bureau of Land Management and
the U.S. Forest Service, work expanded to the Middle and North
forks of the John Day and several
smaller tributaries. The Bonneville Power Administration has
also started to fund habitat work
through its fish and wildlife program. Claire expects the BPA to
get very involved in Columbia
River Basin stream restoration
projects in the coming years.
Through these projects, miles of
stream banks have been fenced to
keep cattle off and allow vegetation to grow again. Willows have
been planted or protected to speed
regrowth and stabilize banks. Rip
rap, rock deflectors and cut junipers have been placed to control

Although early summer grass growth is good on both sides of the fence, by late
summer the field to the left will be grazed down by cattle while the riparian area to
the right remains protected.

erosion.
The streams themselves have
also been improved. Miles of
waters that offered little spawning
or rearing habitat have been upgraded through boulder placement
and log structures that change the
character of the stream to one that
will readily support fish. Pollution
sources, such as abandoned mines,
have been identified and con-

trolled. Problem passage areas
have been laddered and logjams
cleared.
Claire says that fish production
has improved dramatically in rehabilitated areas. One study of a
stream segment with dense riparPage 6

This headwater stream has better days ahead. The crosslog structures improve
stream diversity by creating small fish-rearing pools on the lower side, and holding
spawning gravel above.
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District Fishery Biologist Errol Claire (right) shows Department Riparian Coordinator Tony Faast, what success looks like.
Rock deflector dams like the one behind the two biologists helped stabilize an eroding bank. Now. grasses and shrubs are

returning.

ian growth showed 122 percent
more young steelhead present
than in a similar segment that had
season-long grazing and no stream
bank cover or protection.
Fish populations in other pilot
habitat improvement areas outnumbered populations in unim-

Murderer's Creek, flowing clear and cold from the left. meets the silt-laden South
Fork of the John Day. Much of Murderer's Creek flows through departmentowned or managed lands. and is extensively restored. Obviously. this stretch of the
South Fork still needs work.

OREGON WILDLIFE

proved control locations by a five
to one ratio, according to Claire.
Research continues on the effects of more recent projects. Claire
is enthusiastic about what is happening.
"One of the biggest things we've
seen is the complete stabilization
of almost 28 miles of the South
Fork. We've restored banks, streamside shading, and instream habitat. The work has been reflected in
the increased ability to support
fish," he said.
Page 7

What a difference a fence can make. The bridge above marks the line between
grazed range in the foreground and a hay field on the other side of the road. Note
the vegetation beyond the bridge. The stream below shows similar results when
cattle are prevented from eating young shrubs and trees.

"We've made comparison studies of stream segments that had
good riparian cover against those
with no cover. In some cases, the
areas with good riparian growth of
willows and alders had stream
temperatures 17 degrees cooler
than those stretches exposed all
day to summer sun.
"The warmer water with a higher silt load is better habitat for
rough fish such as dace. Those fish
out-compete young steelhead fry
that require cooler, clear water.
"Before man disrupted the system, the rough fish were confined
to the lower reaches of the streams
and rivers. The loss of streamside
cover has allowed these rough fish
to extend their ranges into the

headwaters which serve as the
primary spawning and rearing
habitats for salmon and steelhead.
"As the willows and alder return, the water quality improves.
In the process, we push the rough
fish back down in the system
where they occurred naturally.
"By putting in log weirs and
boulders we also add rearing pools
and increase the area suitable for
spawning," he said.
Claire feels the protection and
restoration of stream habitat is so
important that he devotes up to 75
percent of his job to such work. He
is also encouraged to see increased
recognition of these needs by the
public and other land management agencies.
"Ten years ago you didn't even
Page 8
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mention riparian habitat protection to some people. Now there has
been a real turnaround in recognizing the benefits. The work here
has shown the possibilities.
"Twenty years ago, I would
drive along these streams that had
nothing growing on the banks,
and I didn't even realize that it
could be different. Like everybody
else at the time, I just thought that
was the way it was supposed to
be.

"Now riparian areas are talked
about when land use and forest
plans are put together. People are
really impressed by the results,"
he said.
The riparian work also has other
attractive aspects.
"Contractors have felt good
about these projects. We are putting local people to work. Cattlemen who have fenced streams in
grazing areas have also found that
cattle feeding on higher ground,
rather than stream bottomlands,
show a better weight gain," Claire
said.
The most promising result of the
work to date is that the John Day
system is supporting increasing
numbers of wild spring chinook
and summer steelhead.
"Allowing nature to produce fish
is becoming more and more important. We aren't going to be subject
to that element of chance that
hatcheries go through each year
over funding. These stocks are
going to produce if we maintain
the habitat
we don't need a
super hatchery, we've got an expanding natural hatchery right
here in the John Day system,"
Claire said.
Claire admits that the efforts to
protect streams are not always
successful. "We had a landslide
this month that completely wiped
out a small stream that was a real
good steelhead producer.
"Subdivisions, poorly placed
roads, timber harvest you name

-

-

it, we've got it.
"But people are becoming more
sensitive to land use practices.
They can see the results. Fish have
the potential for becoming a catalyst that makes people aware of

how all activities affect natural
systems one way or another,"
Claire saidiJ
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Logging in upper watersheds can cause soil disturbance and muddy runoff. The
mud ultimately ends up in the streams, choking fish life and burying spawning
beds.

ANSWERS TO YOUNG ANIMAL QUIZ

Bear, Lion, Shark, Tiger
Bird
Fox, Beaver, Rabbit, Cat
Goat I
Swan
Turkey
Kangaroo
Duck

-U

--Q

-N
-G

Frog -M
Insect O, Sometimes
Eagle

-

-B
Hog-H
Pigeon -A
Goose -T

-J-R

Buffalo, Antelope, Other Mammals
Sometimes
Dog, Fox, Seal, Coyote L, F
Deer
Zebra, Horse

-E
Owl -P
Fish -K
Eel-X

Chicken, Ostrich, Other Birds
Sometimes U

-G

-

-C

-D

V,

-

-

W,

-S
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This and That
Compiled by Ken Durbin

Whoops!

Our article on striped bass last
month listed the world record striper at 76 pounds, caught near Montauk, Long Island in 1981. A sharpeyed reader let us know that this
was not correct. The current world
record striped bass stands at 78
pounds, 8 ounces. It was taken in
1982 near Atlantic City, New Jersey.

Extra Protection
A logging operation is scheduled

this summer on Canton Creek, a
major producer of summer steelhead for the North Umpqua River.
Because water temperatures have
reached near critical levels for fish
production in recent years, forest
practices officers with the Department of Forestry have taken extreme measures to protect the
stream from excessive exposure to
the sun.
The Forestry Department developed a measuring device to calculate stream shade provided by individual trees. In essence, they required leaving any tree, no matter
where it stands, if it provides
shade for more than 15 minutes
each day on Canton Creek. Fish
and Wildlife Department biologists say the Department of Forestry deserves a pat on the back for
their special efforts to protect this
important stream, and we agree!
*

New Oregon Map
A "state-of-the-art" map of Oregon, the first of its kind in the
country, is for sale to the public. At
a scale of nearly eight miles to the
inch, the map is actually a composite of 74 satellite photographs.
These excellent maps may be ordered by sending $8 (plus $3 shipping) to the Environmental Remote Sensing Applications Laboratory, Withycombe Hall, OSU, Corvallis, Oregon 97331.
Wild Oregon
Page 10

Wildlife Viewers' Guide
A new booklet, "Oregon's
Watchable Wildlife; A Viewer's
Guide", has been published by the
Department of Fish and Wildlife
and is available free upon request.
The booklet lists 92 specific sites
all over Oregon which offer good
opportunities for viewing a variety
of fish and wildlife species. Information is provided on each area,

including directions for getting
there, facilities available, best
times of year, species likely to be
seen, and there is a reliability rating scale which indicates how
good your chances will be to see a
particular species at the site.
If you enjoy trips afield with binoculars or camera, you're certain
to find some new areas to visit and
new species to observe.
*

Safer World for Eagles
The number of eagles electrocuted annually from perching on power lines has been reduced by 90
percent
past decade, according to the Wildlife Management Institute. Modifications to
power poles, including better insulation, wider wire spacing and redesigned ground wires, are some of
the reasons why, and cost just one
power company $500,000 over the
years.
Public Supports Environment

The results of an attitude study
concerning the relationship between environmental regulations
and economic growth indicate a
substantial majority ofthe general
public, corporate executive and
members of environmental groups
feel the environment must be protected, even if it means slower economic growth. The study, conducted by the Continental Group, the
largest packaging manufacturer
in the country, also found that 55
percent of the public wants pollution standards maintained, even if
some factories must close, and 60
percent feel environmental cleanup is necessary, even if it means
higher costs.
Pennsylvania Game News

Reciprocal Salmon License
House Bill 2642 has been signed

into law by Governor Vic Atiyeh,
and with comparable legislation in
Washington, creates salmon license reciprocity in certain coastal
waters for Oregon and Washington residents.
Under the new law, licensed Oregon fishermen can fish within
three miles off the coast of Washington to a point five nautical
miles north of the Columbia River.
Washington residents may fish under their state's license in waters
within three miles of shore to a
point five nautical miles south of
the Columbia River.
The law applies only to residents
of the two states, not to residents
of other states which must have
the license of the state whose waters they plan to fish. The area
where reciprocity applies extends
north to the water tower off Long
Beach, and south to a point one
mile south of the wreck of the Peter
Iredale.
Dragon Breath May Save Trees

Garlic breath is about as appealing to deer as it is to humans.
A

chemical treatment that

causes tree seedlings to give off the
same gas that causes garlic breath
in people will keep browsing deer
from munching plants, according
to a researcher at the University of
Washington.
David I. Gustafson, a UW doctoral candidate, told the American
Chemical Society spring meeting

that researchers had recently

shown selenium, when applied to
the soil as the form of selinite ion,
is absorbed through the tree's
roots, then moves to its leaves and
is given off as a gas.
"The gas given offby trees treated with selenium, dimethyl selenide, is the material responsible
for the bad breath of people who
have eaten garlic, which is rich in
the element," Gustafson said.

"Browsing deer have been

shown to avoid trees treated with
selenium pellets," he said. He added that the pellets, which remain
in the soil for three to five years or
until the tree is too tall for the deer
to browse, may soon be available
commercially.
JULY 1983

Time to Apply for
Sage Grouse
The Fish and Wildlife Department began taking applications
for 1983 sage grouse hunting permits on July 1, and will accept
them through August 15.
Although the season dates and
permit numbers will not be set untu August 26, applications are
being taken now so a drawing can
be held and the permits mailed out
quickly after regulations are set.
Proposals will call for a two-day
season, September 17 and 18.
Those who wish to apply do not
need a hunting license, but will be
required to purchase one prior to
the season. Applications should be
made on a 3x5 inch post card. The
words "SAGE GROUSE" should
be printed across the top of the
card and the applicant's name and
address should appear below
along with the name of one of the
following units: Paulina, Malheur
River, Whitehorse, Steen's Mountain, Beaty's Butte,
vies, Wagontire, Warner, Silver
Lake and Fort Rock.
Only one person may apply on
one card, but up to four applicants
may include their cards in a single
envelope to be considered as a
party in the drawing.
All or parts of the listed units
may be open for sage grouse hunting on a limited entry permit basis.
Those decisions will be based upon
results of brood counts in midJuly. Applications must be postmarked not later than August 15,
1983.LI

r-

Western Pond Turtle
Boating in a western Oregon river or backwater slough is usually a
good way to spot a variety of wildlife species. Ducks take flight from the
water's edge, herons stride through the shallows, and turtles sunning on
a log plop into the water like swimmers starting an aquatic ballet.
In the Willamette Valley and the valleys of the Umpqua and Rogue
rivers, those reptiles all in a row are likely to be western pond turtles.
Known scientifically as Clemmys marmorata, the pond turtle is one of
two species found in Oregon.
The more colorful painted turtle (Chrysemys picta) is found primarily
along the Columbia River and its tributaries from the Willamette east.
Isolated populations also inhabit areas of northeastern Oregon. The pond
turtle is seldom found east of the Cascades.
Compared to the yellow and red markings of the painted turtle, the
pond turtle appears drab. The carapace, or upper part ofthe shell is either
olive, dark brown or blackish in color. The plastron, or underside of the
shell, is usually yellow with blackish or dark brown blotches. Shell size
averages about four to five inches long.
Any year-round standing or slow moving body of water with abundant
edge vegetation is likely to be home for the pond turtle. When not sunning
on a log or mud bank, the turtle is likely to forage the pond or slough for a
meal.
This omnivorous feeder is not choosy about its food. Likely items on its
menu range from water plants and insects to small animals, alive or
dead.
Like other members of the reptile family, the pond turtle reproduces by
laying eggs. Turtles build their nests by scooping out soil along a river
bank or in a field near water. The eggs are deposited in the nest, covered
over, then left to incubate for about two months. The eggs are buried in
late spring through early summer. Hatchlings are about one-inch long
when they emerge from the nest. They are also very vulnerable as they
begin their life in the water.
Biologists are concerned about the fate of the pond turtle as well as
native frog species because of another predator introduced to Oregon
waters

- the bullfrog.fl

Jim Gladson
OREGON
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Holly Nelson hoists aboard the four pound carp brother Kipp lands from the Willamette near Milwaukie. Largest taken was
61

a

-pounder.

A Most Toothsome Fish...
Story and Photos
by

Ron Shay

About the turn of the century, a
Troutdae man was making arrangements to import a new fish to
Oregon. The story is detailed in the
book, The Coming of the Pond
Fishes by Ben Hur Lampman.
(Copyright 1946 by Ben Hur
Lampman, Published by Binfords
& Mort, Portland)
This is just one of several fascinating stories in the book and
gives considerably more detail
about the whole operation than we

are passing along here. The
author, speculating on the
thoughts of Captain John Harlow

says, "Yonder was a fish, sir, fit
for every superlative, the most
toothsome table fish of them all
the favorite of European gourmets
and gourmands since the Middle
yet it could be grown in
Ages
one's backyard as handily as pigs
or poultry, and even more so."

-

-
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With this great vision, in 1880
Captain John Harlow of Troutdale
imported from San Francisco
thirty-five of these fabulous fish.
They spawned well. Then, in May
of 1881, a freshet caused the Columbia River to flood his nursery
along the Sandy River and some
3,000 juvenile fish escaped into the
wild. Thus occurred the inadvertent introduction of carp to Oregon
waters.
"A dozen years later the Oregonian reported that commercial
fishermen were offering to supply
carp as fertilizer in any quantity to
farmers at five dollars a ton," according to Lampman, and so went
the early history of this ubiquitous
fish in Oregon.
Actually, the "credit" for bringing the carp to North America
probably belongs to a Californian.
Lampman explains that J.A.

Poppe conveyed five fish from
Holstein, Germany in 1872 and
placed them in a private pond in
Sonoma County.
And finally, to aid in the dispersion ofthis "toothsome" critter,

Lampman says, "In 1882 the

United States Fish Commission
began delivery of consignments of
carp to private applicants in Oregon, Washington and Idaho and in
1895 the commission was still offering to supply carp . ."
As far as we can tell, the carp
has never reached great heights of
popularity here in Oregon, although a number of archers seek
the large-scaled fish as targets.
There are a few devoted carp fishermen in the state, but there appears no doubt the state's fishery
could stand considerable expansion.
In other regions of the U.S., the
.
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carp is looked upon more positively. We have been collecting
articles from other states for several years, and since we have little
experience at catching and cooking carp, we are passing along
some of the information from
those other sources.
First, from Wyoming, comes
some dietetic information of interest. WYOMING WILDLIFE
magazine listed the following figures, based on three ounce servings.
Carp
115 calories, 18 grams
protein, 4.2 grams fat
Trout 241 calories, 14.3 grams
protein, 19.9 grams fat
Beef chuck
476 calories, 25.4
grams protein, 40.7 grams fat.
So, from a nutritional standpoint, the oft-maligned carp does
not have to take a back seat.
But what about catching carp?
All of the articles emphasize they
are not easy fish to catch, and
there seem to be almost as many
recipes for preparing bait as there
are for cooking fish.
A carp devotee from Pennsylvania prefers several kernels of
corn on a number four black hook
with 20-pound-test line. He also
advocates a slip sinker so the fish
won't feel the weight as it picks up
the bait.
Variations of the doughball are
probably the most popular type of
bait. One angler from Michigan
forms the dough in a teardrop
shape over a number two hook. He
doesn't quite cover the barb and
forms it to weigh about %-ounce for
casting on a six-pound-test line.

meal and flour. Other common in-

gredients are gelatin, molasses,
brown sugar and vanilla in varying amounts. And finally, from
that same magazine Rich Faber
writes about dry fly fishing for

PENNSYLVANIA ANGLER
magazine compiled a number of
recipes for cornmeal doughballs.
They vary, but all contain corn-

carp.
"A carp will take any reasonable
dry fly when he's on surface fare,"
he says. "I usually use a size 14 or
16 beetle imitation. I have used as
small as a size 22. I once landed a
23-inch carp on one of these mmutae."
So go some of the ideas about
catching carp. No doubt there are
many more, but this will give you a
start if you want to go after this
fish. THE MISSOURI CONSERVATIONIST magazine went into
detail about caring for your catch.
Here is a segment from that carp
article:
"Proper care begins with transporting your fish home in a wet
burlap sack to keep them moist
and fresh. This allows for easier
cleaning and better tasting filets.
"The next steps call for fleecing,
fileting and scoring the fish. To
fleece the carp, insert a sharp knife
under the scales. Start at the tail
and work the knife back and forth
toward the head. The scales will
come off together, exposing a
white layer of skin that should be
left intact. Do not run the knife too
deeply under the scales. This will
cut into the meat or remove the
skin.
"Once the scales are removed,
cut along one side of the dorsal fin
and backbone. Do not remove the
rib bones. Remove the fillet by cutting next to the rib cage but leaving it intact. Cut one side at a time.
"Scoring is crucial because of
numerous small bones in the flesh.

The Catch

Fleecing the fish Missouri style

-

-
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Turn the fillet skin-side down.
Slice the flesh toward the skin. Be
careful not to cut all the way
through the skin. This can be
avoided by pushing the knife blade
through the flesh rather than sawing through it. The scoring cuts
should be approximately 3/16-inch
apart but not more than 14-inch
apart. If the cuts are too far apart,
the bones will not fry properly.
Thoroughly soaking scored fillets
in salt water removes excess blood.
I recommend soaking the fillets
overnight or until the blood is
gone.

"You can fry fillets several
ways. I prefer to roll them in flour
and drop them into a cooker full of
hot grease to fry until they are
golden brown."
In an article from the TENN-

ESSEE CONSERVATIONIST,
the author discards the top half of
the meat from the fillet. He then
removes the skin from the fillet
and marinates the meat for one
hour in a mixture of salt, onion,
vinegar, pepper and mace before
frying it to a golden brown. He
concludes "Delicious is the final
word!"

-

This article also notes, "The
flesh of the carp is usually firm
and flavorful. During the hottest
part of the summer the fish have a
musty flavor and soft flesh, but
this can be corrected by marinating."
In an article by David Thompson of Pennsylvania, the fish are
filleted. He further adds that some
anglers are careful to cut out the
red streak along the sides which
contain the muddy taste. His wife
soaks the carp in salt water for
about two hours then bags and
(continued next page)
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Toothsome Fish (cont'd)
freezes it. Carp in the one- to twopound class are fihleted and rolled
in cornmeal and fried to a crisp
brown in cooking oil.
Another recipe uses carp to
make tasty fish cakes which are
fried quickly until brown. To prepare a meal for two, grind one
pound of carp fillets and mix the
following ingredients with it: one
teaspoon salt, one tablespoon

mayonnaise, one-half teaspoon
Old Bay Seafood seasoning, one

The photo above shows the fillets
weighing about 1'/2-poundS that came

from

a

carp weighing about 6½-

pounds. Small bones were prevalent in
the upper portion of the fillet. One article suggests throwing ¡t away. Another
advises scoring the fillet to cut these
into small pieces so they will cook. We
ended up cutting the final batch into
3/1 6-inch wide chunks and frying until
golden brown. Below, hush puppies
and golden brown carp. Meat was firm
and tasty.

tablespoon Worcestershire sauce,
one tablespoon chopped parsley,
one tablespoon baking powder,
one beaten egg, and two slices of
bread broken into pieces and
moistened with milk.
And finally, in NEW MEXICO
WILDLIFE magazine Dr. Phillip
Schultz tells how he smokes carp.
His marinade follows:
"For each two quarts of water
add one cup Morton's Tenderquick
curing salt, one-half cup brown
sugar, several peppercorns or
small hot red peppers and three
crushed bay leaves. Soak the fish
or parts to be smoked for 24-hours
in the brine. Remove and dry off. I
like mine to set for awhile to glaze
while I'm preparing the smoker.
You hear a lot about hickory for
smoking, but I suggest you try applewood."
So from the south, midwest,
northeast and west we find enthusiasm for carp. There are no
doubt many additional ideas concerning carp, many of which may
not be especially laudatory.

There have been many efforts
over the years to get rid of carp
since they are not a popular game
fish and often interfere with the
management of native species.
But, in general, these efforts have
failed. Since it looks like carp are
here to stay, perhaps the best bet is
to make better use of them. They
are nutritious. They are found in
most every area of the state and
usually you don't have to travel far
to find them.
So there is the challenge. Can
you catch them? And can you

overcome long-held prejudices
long enough to try them crispy and
golden brown?LJ
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Lewning By Lerencing

Baby Bunnies and Big-Eyed Fawns
Even the toughest hombre cannot resist the urge to cuddle, caress
and snuggle up to the young of
many wild animals. After all,
what could be more alluring than a
"baby" wild animal? But this
same quality that attracts humans
to baby animals can be unfortunate for the animal and the humans involved.
It is easy to assume that a baby
animal left alone is an orphan. But
this is rarely the case. Most wild
animals flee when man comes
snooping around; even when not
disturbed, they normally leave
their young alone and hidden, visiting them only for brief feeding
periods. This protects the scentless
and camouflaged youngsters from
predators.
Orphaned wild animals taken
into captivity rarely live long and
most make poor pets. Wild animals
often turn vicious when they mature, sometimes biting, goring or
even occasionally killing their
owners. They also can be the
transmitters of diseases, such as

YOUNG
SQUAB
EAGLET
CATERPILLAR
FAWN
E. DUCKLING
A.
B.
C.
D.

F. PUP
G. KIT

H. SHOAT
I. KID

___

K. FRY
L. WHELP

CHICKEN, OSTRICH, OTHER
BIRDS

___ FROG
____ INSECT
___ EAGLE
___ HOG
___ PIGEON
___ GOOSE

M. TADPOLE

N. CUB
O. LARVAE
P. OWLET
Q. CYGNET
R. JOEY
S. FOAL

U. FLEDGLING,

OWL

____ FISH
____ EEL

J. POULT

T. GOSLING

ADULT
BEAR, LION, SHARK, TIGER
___ BIRD
FOX, BEAVER, RABBIT, CAT
___ GOAT
___ SWAN
___ TURKEY
___ KANGAROO
___ DUCK

HATCH-

BUFFALO, ANTELOPE,
OTHER MAMMALS
DOG, FOX, SEAL, COYOTE

LING, NESTLING
DEER
V. CHICK
ZEBRA, HORSE
W. CALF
X. ELVER
adapted from an article in KANSAS WILDLIFE by Joyce Harmon

rabies, distemper, tuberculosis,
and carriers of parasites like tapeworms, mites and lice.
Most people realize too late that
they should have left a young
animal alone. They attempt to return it to the wild where it cannot
fend for itself, or attempt to take it
to a zoo, which probably won't
ÓREGON WILDLIFE

have room for wild pets that become unmanageable.
When you discover baby animals in the wild, the best thing you
can do for the animal and yourself
is to quickly and quietly leave the
area. The mother will return,
probably at night, and all will be
well again. So give Nature a

. . .
she's been raising
young for millions of years!
Test your knowledge of the spedal names given to the young
animals above. Can you match the
name used to describe the young
with the adult? Some may have
more than one answer.
(answers on page 9)

chance
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Multnomah Anglers
The Multnomah Anglers & Hunters Club, oldest sportsmen's organization in Oregon, celebrates
its 100th year of existence. In addition, the club has been named by
the National Wildlife Federation
as one of 17 recipients of its 1982
President's Award for outstanding
service.
The Multnomah group is a state
member of the national organization and was chosen from 6,000
eligible clubs in the U.S. and three
territories. The award is based on

Hunters Reach the Century Mark

&

accomplishments in effective conservation action and environmental education programs.
"These awards not only recognize exceptional achievement during the past year," said the Federation's Immediate Past President
C. Clifton Young, under whose
tenure the awards were made, "but
they also point out the importance
of effective member clubs to the
success of our state affiliate organizations."
Multnomah Anglers & Hunters

Deschutes Acquisition Update
As we went to press, the fund for
purchase of land along the lower
Deschutes had reached nearly
$653,700, according to Allan Kelly,
executive secretary for the Oregon
Wildlife Heritage Foundation. The

goal is $850,000.

Kelly emphasized that even
though there had been some sizeable contributions from various
foundations, the broad public support of individual citizens is what
will make the goal reachable.
"The one, two and five dollar
checks that are coming in are the
key to making the Deschutes pur-

chase possible," he said. "We don't
want people to think their contributions aren't important because
it is this widespread individual
participation that is making our
fund continue to grow. We deeply
appreciate all the help we have
had, and hope folks will continue
with their enthusiastic support,"
he added.
Donations to the Deschutes fund
are tax deductible and may be sent
to the Oregon Wildlife Heritage
Foundation, P.O. Box 8301, Portland, Oregon 97207. Or simply use
the form reproduced below.L1
OREGON WILDLIFE
HERITAGE FOUNDATION

To help the Oregon Wildlife Foundation with the purchase and preservation of the Deschutes
River property and in consideration of the gifts of others, I/we pledge

Per year for

ts

orasfollows:

years.

for a total of

198_s______ 198_S______

$

Paid herewith
s

i 98_S_______
Payable: Monthly

Quarterly

SemiAnnually

Annually_...........

Date ______

Signature

I Address _________________________________
OREGON WILDLIFE HERITAGE FOUNDATION
P 0. Box 8 301, Portland, Oregon 97207
Campaign Office:

824 SW. Fifth/Chamber of Commerce Bldg.
Suite 204 1 Portland. Oregon 97204

Fish &

Wildlife

506 SW. MILL STREET
P 0. BOX 3503
PORTLAND, OREGON 97208

-

- forsity.
Operation of a recycling center
the public to deposit newspaper, cardboard,
- Many
efforts, some of which
have been detailed in this
etc.

magazine, to help with projects
on the department's White
River Wildlife Area.
Sponsorship of youths to the

- Orcas Island Conservation
- camp.
Participation in the legislative
process which made the steela game fish in Oregon.
- head
Active participation as a member of the Oregon Wildlife Federation.
Happy 100th birthday, Multnomah Anglers & Hunters! We hope
you'll be around for another 100.EI

Tip of the Hat
Four men in southwest Oregon
learned the hard way that poaching elk may be costly.
The four appeared before Jackson County District Court Judge
Ray White on charges ofkilling an
elk during closed season. Judge
White sentenced three of the men
to ten days in the Jackson County
jail and fined each $225. The
fourth violator was fined $225 and
was sentenced to 20 days in jail. In
addition fishing and hunting privileges were suspended for all four
for a period of two years and the
judge ordered their firearms forfeited.L1
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has a long history of involvement
in conservation efforts in Oregon.
Among the activities in which the
club has participated are:
Payment of shipping charges
on the first 50 imported Chinese pheasants.
Sponsorship of scholarships
for fisheries and wildlife students at Oregon State Univer-

.

